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A (linear) lattice point path is the intersection of a connected subset of a 
straight line in euclidean n-space Rn with the lattice points 2” C P, where Z 
denotes the integers. Given a subset X _C Zn, a typical problem considered in 
this paper is the determination of the largest integer k (it turns out that k < 
2n - 1) with the property that given any partition of X into two parts, then at 
least one of the parts contains as a subset a lattice point path of k points. Also 
considered are similar questions which arise by placing restrictions on the type 
of partitions allowed, or by restricting attention to those lattice point paths 
which are obtainable from lines having preassigned (integral) direction numbers. 
1. TNTR~DUCTION 
Given positive integers k, n, let C”(k) denote an n-dimensional hypercube 
of lattice points having k points on a side, e.g. C”(k) = ((xl ,..., xn) E Z”: 
1 < xi < k, i = l,..., n}. where Z denotes the integers. Using n-dimensional 
Tic-Tat-Toe as a model, define a winning set in C”(k) to be k points of C”(k) 
which lie along a straight line. More generally, define a winning set of Zength 
k in Z” to be k points of Z” which form a winning set in some translate of 
C”(k). Given an arbitrary subset X C Z”, we shall consider, for example, the 
problem of partitioning X into two sets in such a way as to minimize (over all 
such partitions) the length of any winning set contained in either set in the 
partition. More precisely, let p(X) be the largest positive integer k with the 
property that whenever X = A u B, then A or B contains a winning set of 
Zength k in Z”. We set p(X) = 0 when X = 0. In contrast to the result 
p(Z”) = n, n = 1, 2, 3, we shall prove that p(Z”) < n - 1, n > 4, p(Z”) < 
n - 2, n 3 8, and p(Z”) < n - 3, n > 15. While p(Z4) = 3, the exact 
value of p(Z”) when n 3 5 remains open. A result of Hales and Jewett 
[2, Theorem 4(b)] shows that given the positive integer k there is an integer 
n > k such that p(C”(k)) = k. It follows that lim,,, p(Z”) = co, but the 
asymptotic nature of this growth remains to be determined. 
By suitably restricting the type of partitions allowed, we obtain a function 
p@ whose behavior is more regular than p, and will bc determined rather 
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precisely. In order to define p 8, it will be convenient to regard a partition of X 
into two parts as a function8 X-+ 2, from X into the additive group Z, of 
integers modulo 2. Givenf: X + Z, , the partition P(f) = (f-l@), f-‘(T)} of 
X is said to be represented by f, where ??i denotes the residue class in Z, 
containing m. If f: X + Z, , g: Y + Z, represent partitions of X, Y, resp., 
then we obtain, as in [2], a partition f @ g: X x Y + Z, by setting (f 0 g) 
6, Y) = f(x) + g( A, w h ere the sum on the right takes place in Z, . Given 
XC Zfi, let F@(X) denote those partitions which are representable by 
functions (fi 0 **a @fn) ] X: X+ Z, , where fi: Z --+ Z, , i = l,..., n, and 
where g 1 X denotes the restriction of the function g to X. We define p@(X) 
to be the largest positive integer k with the property that whenever X = A U B, 
and (A, B} E F@(X), then A or B contains a winning set of length k in Z”. We 
shall establish the formula p@(P(n)) = p@(P) = n, n E N, where N denotes 
the positive integers. 
The functions w, UJ@ are defined analogously to p, p”, except that a 
winning set of length k in Z” is replaced by the intersection with Zn of a 
connected subset of an arbitrary straight line in euclidean n-space R”. Our 
main result on these functions is the inequality w@(Z”) < 2n - 1, n E N. 
A tiepartition of C”(k) is defined as a partition of C”(k) into two sets which 
differ in cardinality by at most one, and neither contains a winning set. Note 
that it is this type of partition which must be used when considering the 
question of whether or not Tic-Tat-Toe can be played to a tie in C”(k). For 
n < 3, it is not difficult to show that tie partitions of C”(k) exist when k > 
n + 1, but tie partitions of P(n) do not exist. On the other hand, A. W. Hales 
has shown that tie partitions of C4(4) do exist. Hales and Jewett have shown 
in [2] that for all n E N and k > n + 1, C”(k) can be partitioned into two 
sets neither of which contains a winning set, (although the partitions they use 
differ in cardinality by more than one). We shall prove that tie partitions of 
C”(k) exist whenever k > n and n 3 4. Even when tie partitions exist, the 
second player might not be able to force a tie. For results on when a tie can be 
forced see [l] or [2]. 
The author wishes to thank the referee for pointing out that the functions 
g, defined in [3] by an induction based on powers of 2, and which are crucial 
to our results, can be equivalently defined using generating functions. This 
latter approach yields a closed formula for g,(k), and simplifies many of the 
arguments. The author also wishes to thank David Styer for stimulating 
discussions concerning this work. 
2. THE FUNCTIONS g, 
In this section we define the sequence of functions g,: Z -+ Z, , n E N, 
referred to above. Our main results on p and p@ are proved using these 
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functions. For example, neither set in the partition 9(g1 0 *.* @ g,J of 2” 
contains a winning set of length n + 1, which implies the inequality p@(Zn) ,( 
n, n EN. Since p@(C“(n)) = n, n EN, ([4, Proposition l), it follows that 
pqzy = n, n E N. 
Letting Z2(x) denote the formal power series in x with coefficients in Z, , 
the function g,: 2 -+ Z, can be defined on No = N u {0} by the formula 
xn/(l + x)“+l = in ZM. 
It follows easily that g,(k) = (3, k > 0, n E N, where E denotes the residue 
class in Z, containing m. Given k E 2, and n E N, if we set (i) = k(k - 1) .e- 
(k - n + 1)/n!, and (3 = 1, then we can extend g, to all of Z by 
gdk) = (f), k E Z n E No . (2.1) 
Before enumerating those properties of g, that will be needed in the sequel, 
we make some definitions and notational conventions. Given m EN, let 
&,,: Z -+ Z be defined by 4,(k) = [k/ m w ere [JJ] here and throughout 1, h 
denotes the greatest integer < y. For c E Z, define TV: Z + Z, pc: Z -+ Z by 
T,(k) = k + c, p,(k) = ck, k E Z. The composition, f 0 h, of the functions f, 
h will be denoted by fh. The identity 
will be useful. The functions g, are each periodic, so suppose fi Z --+ X, X 
any set, is periodic with (smallest) period p. We then set per f = p, and shall 
use the notation f = (f(0) ,..., f(p - 1)). Given f = <f(O) ,..., f(p - l)), 
where p > 1, we define (the “run sequence”) S(f): Z + N as follows. Set 
O(f) = {z E Z:f(z) -#f(z - l)>, and let $: Z-+ d(f) be the unique order 
preserving bijection satisfying the condition 4(O) = the smallest nonnegative 
element of d(f). Then S(f) is defined by 6(f)(z) = 4(z) - r#(z - l), z E Z. -- 
For example, iff: Z -+ Z, is given by f = (0, i, 1, 1, 0, i, i, U), then S(f) = 
(2, 3, 1, 2). If f is a constant function, then we set 6(f)(z) = co, z E Z. 
If S(f) has period q, we set LY S(f) = S(f)(O) + e-0 + 6(f)(q - l), called 
the periodic sum of S(f). Iff: Z + Z, , and per S(f) = q, then it is clear that 
A’S(f) = per f when q is even, whereas 2,?Y S(f) = per f when q is odd. 
Also, given f, h: Z -+ Z, , we set f = f + g, , and note that 6(h) = S(f) o 
h = f or h =f. To simplify the notation, we shall denote the constant zero 
function k0 by 0. Defining ) S(f)] = sup{6(f)(z): z E Z}, let ];fll = [ S(f)], so 
that 1; fll is the length of the largest run of consecutive integers on which f is 
constant. 
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The following properties follow easily from (2.1), and their proofs are left 
to the reader: 
g1w = k k E Z, (2.3) 
gp - IL+,-- 7 mENo, (2.4) 
gn-1 = g7t + gnr1, n E N, (2.5) 
gn-2 = g7lf gn72 9 n 2 2, (2.6) 
g&-1 = gn~n-1, ?ZENO. (2.7) 
Note that (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) determine g, uniquely, IZ E No , which provided 
the method of approach used in [3] to define these functions. 
LEMMA 2.1. per g, = 2”‘+l, for 2m < n < 2”‘+l, m E No . 
Proof. The lemma is true when n = 2”, since per g, = per (g1+2,n) = 
2” per g1 = 2” * 2 = 2na+1. The lemma is also true when n = 2m+1 - 1, 
since S(gzN1) = (2”+9, so that S(g2m+1-3 = S(gz,+l + gzm+171) = 
<2m+1 - 1, 1). Assuming that the lemma holds for n, where 2” < n - 1 < 
n -=c 2m+1, we see from (2.5) that per g,-, must divide per g, = 2m+1. Hence, if 
we assume contrary to the lemma that per g,-, = 2q, where q < m, then 
using (2.5) iteratively we would have that per g,-, , per g,-, ,..., per g,, all 
divide per g,-, = 2q, contradicting per g2m = 2m+1. i 
LEMMA 2.2. 11 g, I] = n, n EN. 
Proof. It is clear from (2.1) that S(gJ(0) = n, so that I/ g, 11 3 n. If we 
assume contrary to the lemma that Ii g, [I = m > n, then JY S(g,) > m + n > 
2n. However, z S(g,) divides per g, , so that we contradict Lemma 2.1. 1 
Given fi ,..., fm E (ZJz, let S(fl ,..., fm) denote the subgroup of (Zaz 
generated by fi ,..., fn , so that h E Q( fi ,..., fm) 0 h = a, fi + --- + a,,&& , 
where at = 0 or 1, i = l,..., m. To simplify the notation, we set Q, = 
J4gcl 9.**3 &J 
LEMMA 2.3. gn$Qn,-,,n EN. 
Proof. For n = 2”, m E N, , Lemma 2.3 follows from Lemma 2.1. For 
2” < n < 2m+1, the assumption g, E sZ,-, would imply, using (2.5) iteratively, 
that g,, E Q2m-l , a contradiction. 1 
The following lemma is easily proved using (2.5), (2.6) and induction 
on m. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Given g E Q, , we have 
g + g-rzmtl~ J-L-1, n E N, mENo, 
g + lvzna E J-4-2 , n 2 2, mENo. 
Combining Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 yields 
LEMMA 2.5. g,,Ta E Q,,\.Q,-, , n E N, a E Z. 
Finally, using (2.5), (2.6), Lemmas 2.3-2.5, and induction on m, the follow- 
ing lemma is readily verified. 
LEMMA 2.6. Given g E 52,\1;2,-, , then gr2m+l E Qn,\Q,,-, , and 
g + gT2m E Qn-l\%, , nEN, mENo. 
Given A _C (Z,)z, we set 11 A II = sup{ilfll:f~ A, f f O}. The following is 
the main lemma in our subsequent proofs. 
LEMMA 2.7. 1: J&g, ,..., g,Jll = n, n E N. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.2, we need only show that /I h I/ ,( n for each 
h E Qk, ,..., g,). Consider first n = 2”, m E N,, . Then h can be written as 
h=f+ae, a = 0 or 1, where f E sZ(g, ,..., gP-r), and we can assume 
(Lemma 2.2) that f f 0. Using Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we see that f # g, and 
per f divides 2”, so that jl f I/ < 2”. Considering f + g,, , note that (f + gz,) 
(X + 2”) = (f + J2,)(x). Since S( f + g2,) = S( f + ii,,,), it follows that 
22 S( f + g2,) = per( f + gzm) = 2m+1. Therefore, 11 f + g, 11 < 2”, com- 
pleting the proof of Lemma 2.7 for the case n = 2”. Assuming that Lemma 
2.7 is true for n such that 2” < n - 1 < n < 2”, consider any h E Q(g, ,..., 
g&, h # 0. By assumption, ‘1 h II < n, and we suppose, contrary to the 
lemma, that 11 h 11 : n. Then, from Lemma 2.5, hTb E L?(g, ,..., g,& b E 2, 
and for a suitable b, we have S(hq,)(O) = n. But 6(8,)(O) = n, so that 
S(hTb + g,)(O) 3 n + 2, i.e., II hTb + g, II > n + 2, which contradicts our 
assumption. 1 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS ON p, p@ 
THEOREM 3.1. p@(iF) = n, nEN. 
Proof. We show that g, 0 ... 0 g, is not constant on any winning set of 
length n + 1. Given a = (a, ,..., a,) E Z”, b = (b, ,..., b,) E Z”, where 
max{l bi I: i = I,..., n} = 1, consider the map (T,,~ = a: Z + Z” defined by 
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o(m) = a + mb, m E Z. Given m E Z, note that {u(m), u(m + 1) ,..., 
u(m + k - 1)) is a winning set of length k in Z”, and, conversely, any 
winning set of length k in Zn consists of k points of the above form for a 
suitably defined u --= cr,,b and m. Hence, g, @ ... @ gn is not constant in a 
winning set of length n + 1 if, and only if, I’(gr @I ... 0 g,)a I/ < IZ for any D 
defined as above. Now (g, @ ... @g,)u =gI~al~bl + ..* +-gnTo,+,“, b=O, +I, 
so using (2.7) and Lemma 2.5, it follows easily that (g, @ ... @g,& E A&,$$ 
where m is the largest integer in {l,..., n} such that b,, # 0. Hence, by 
Lemma 2.7, /(gI @ *.* @ g,)u ;I < m < n, and p@(Zn) < n, n E N. Theorem 3.1 
now follows from the previously noted fact that p@(P(n)) = iz, 12 E N. 
THEOREM 3.2. p(Zn) = n, n < 3, 
p(Z”> < n - 1, 4<n<7, 
p(Z”) < n - 2, n>8 
p(Z”> < n - 3, n 2 15. 
Proof. That p(Z”) = n, n < 3, follows from Theorem 3.1 and the fact 
that p(P(n)) = IZ, M < 3. To prove the rest of the theorem, let fi: Z2 + Z, 
be defined by fr(x, JJ) =&V-~(X) for y = 1 (mod 4), fi(x, v) = g3T3(x) for 
y = 3 (mod 4), andf,(x, JJ) = g3(x) for y ti 0 (mod 2). More generally, we 
define.& Z2 + Z2 byfib, y) == fi(yUx), g&(v)>, i E N. 
Claim: Given any c = (cl , cd, d = (4 d2> E Z2, where ma.x(l dl /, / d2 i> = 
1, let ol: Z -+ Z2 be defined by a(m) = c + md, m E Z. Then 
The claim can be verified by a simple, albeit rather redious, inspection, and 
the details will be omitted (see Remark 1 below). Theorem 3.2 is established 
by the function h,: Z” + Z, defined (recursively) by the following list: 
k=fiOg1Ogz, 
h, = k-1 0 gn-1, 5<n<7, 
Il, = fi CD h, , 
hn = k-1 0 gn-2 5 9 <n < 14, 
h, = A 0 h,, 3 
hn = k-1 CD gn--3 3 n > 16. 
Indeed, if u: Z + Z” is defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, then it follows 
from the above claim and the method of proof of Theorem 3.1 that h,u E Q,-,\ 
Q,, , 4 <n < 7, h,u E Q+,\Q,, , 8 < n < 14, and h,u ER,-~\!&, n > 15. 
Theorem 3.2 then follows from Lemma 2.7. 
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Remarks. 1. We conjecture that the above claim is valid for all i E N. 
Our proof for i = 1, 2, 3 was by a simple inspection, a process which is 
unmanageable for i > 4. If this conjecture is true, then proceeding as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2, we would have 
Pcm G n - m&Kn - [l%~lY3)1 + 0, n 2 9, 
which from the above is true when 9 < n < 27. 
2. Results of Hales and Jewett quoted in the introduction imply that 
limnea: p(Zn) = 03. It would be interesting to determine the asymptotic 
behavior of this growth. In particular, is lim,,, p(Z”)/n = 1 ? ’ 
4. THE FUNCTIONS W,W@ 
Suppose we generalize the notion of winning set by defining a (linear) 
Iatticepointpath in Z” to be the intersection with Zn of a connected subset of 
an arbitrary straight line in euclidean n-space R”. Analogously to the defini- 
tions of p, p@, we define, for an arbitrary XC Z”, w(X) to be the largest 
positive integer k with the property that whenever X = A u B, then A or B 
contains a lattice point path of length k in Zn, with w@ defined similarly by 
requiring {A, B} E T-“(X). We remark that the functions w, UQ were denoted 
by P m,2 , ~2,~ in [3], (see also section 6 below). It is not obvious apriori that 
w(Z~), w@(Zn) are bounded, but we shall prove o@(Zn) < 2n - 1, n E N. 
We shall need two preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. gn~a~zm+l E Q,,\Q,-, , n E N, a, m E Z. 
Proof. We first show that Lemma 4.1 is true for n = 22, - 1, p E N. 
Setting q = 2m + 1, since q is odd and, from Lemma 2.1, per g,,-, = 2’, 
we see that a + q, a + 2q,..., a + 2P * q form a complete set of residues 
modulo per gzPml . Now 8(gzP-3 = <2P - 1, l), so that it is clear that 
g2.--1r,pq = gPP1rb for a suitable b E Z. Then, using Lemma 2.5, g211-1rapU E 
Q,\Q,+, . Assuming that Lemma 4.1 is true for n, where 2’ -C 3 < n < 2?+1, 
we show that it also holds for n - 1. We have, again setting q = 2m + 1, 
gn-lT,Pa = kn + gnTd TaPa = gnTaPa --I- gnTaT1Pa * Now &Y = gnT,Pa E Qn,\ 
G+,by ~SUmptiOn.~s~,g~T,T~~~ = gnTapaTc, where cq z 1 (modperg,), 
and where the odd integer c can be found since q is odd and per g, = 2’+1 
by Lemma 2.1. But then gn-lTapa = g -I- gTC , c odd, so that gnelT,pa E 
Q,-,\1;2,-, by Lemma 2.6. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. g,T&+,, E &,,,I , n E N, a, m E Z. 
Proof. We first prove Lemma 4.2 for n = 2”, p E N u {0}, by induction 
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onp, where the casesp = 0,l are easily checked. Assuming Lemma 4.2 is true 
for n = 2P, p 2 1, for 2P+1 we have gP.2Tapgrm = g.PT[,121pm (by (2.2)). 
Now if m is even, gPTta121pm E sZ,-l C 0, (by assumption). On the other 
hand, if m is odd, then g2rT[alzIpnl E sZ,,\sZ,,-, C Q,, (by Lemma 4.1). Hence, 
in either case, Lemma 4.2 is verified for n = 2P+l, completing the induction. 
Now assume that Lemma 4.2 is true for n > 4 and all u < 2’, where 2’ < 
n - 1 < n < 2r+l, r 3 1. We have, for n - 1, 
(by assumption). 
Now if n - 1 is even, [+(a - l)] = [n/2], so that gn--lT’ap2na E !&(,-,)I as 
desired. It remains to consider the case when n - 1 is odd. Then IZ = 2q, 
so that gn+Tapzm = gzgTaparn + g2gTaT1p2m . Now if m is even, m = 2s, 
gn--1TaPzm = gzuTak+zs + gz,Ta+lPz.2s = gu%z/zlh + &Q(a+1)1b by (2.2). 
But ga%z/zlk% and gaTlf(cr+l)lkt~ both belong to Qta121 by assumption, so 
that &-lTap-LZ,n E &+I)I as desired. On the other hand, if m is odd, 
g2~-r,T1pzm = g2QTap2mTc , where mc = 1 (mod per g,), per g, = 2’, c an odd 
integer. Hence, setting h = g21Tap2m, we see from Lemma 2.6 and our 
assumption that h E a,\J&-, , that h + Tc E Q,-,\a,-, c &-, = !&(,+)I . a 
THEOREM 4.3. oe(Zn) < 2n - 1, II E N. 
Proof. The case n = 1 is trivial, so we let n 3 2. We prove the theorem 
by showing that g, @ g,,l @ *** @ g2n-1 is not constant on any lattice point 
path of length 2n. Given any a = (al ,..., a,), b = (b, ,..., b,) E Z”, where 
not all the bi are zero and g.c.d. (b, ,..., b,} = 1, consider the function (T,.~ = 
o: Z + Z” defined by u(m) = a + mb, m E 2. Given m E Z, note that 
l&O, u(m + l),..., u(m f k - 1)) is a lattice point path of length k in Z”, 
and, conversely, any lattice point path in Zn of length k consists of k points 
of the above form for a suitably defined 0 = (T&b and m. Hence, g, @j 
g,,l @ **. 0 g,,-, is not constant on a lattice point path of length 2n if, and 
only if, i/(g, 0 g,,, @ a** 0 g,,-,)a!1 < 2n - 1 for any u defined as above. 
Now (872 0&+10 *'* OSzn-30 = &TalI‘lbl + *-* + g2?d-cX,,Pb,,, and since 
g.c.d. {b, ,..., b,} = 1, at least one of the bi is odd. Letting q be the largest 
integer in {l,..., n} such that b, is odd, it follows easily from Lemma 4.1 and 
4.2 that (gn @ ..* 0 g,,-da E Qaf?l--1\52a+n--2 . Hence, using Lemma 2.7, we 
havejjg,0...0g2,_3ujl~q~2n-l. [ 
Remarks. We do not know whether the inequality w@(Z~) < 2n - 1 is 
sharp for all n E N, although it is sharp when n < 2 even for w. On the other 
hand, the inequality w(Z”) < 2n - 1 is perhaps never sharp when n > 3. 
Indeed, we have verified the claim used in the proof of Theorem 3.2 when 
i = 1, 2 for an arbitrary d = (dl , d,) E Z2 such that g.c.d. {dl , d2) = 1. 
sSzalz6/3-3 
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It follows that the function fi 0 g, establishes the formula ~(2,) = 3. 
Similar arguments show that w(P) < n + 1, n = 4, 5, 6. 
5. TIE PARTITIONS AND THE FUNCTION p# 
Let X be a finite subset of Zn. We let p”(X) be the largest positive integer k 
such that whenever X=AUB and IcardA-cardB] <I, then A or B 
contains a winning set of length k in Zn. Note that a tie partition of O(m) 
exists if, and only if, p#(O(m)) < m. An immediate consequence of the 
following theorem is that tie partitions of Cn(m) exist when n >, 4 and m > n. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose n 2 4. Then 
(i) p#(C”(2m)) < n - 1, mEN, 
(ii) p+(CYd> < 12, mEN, 
(iii) p#(C”(n)) < n - 1, 
Proof. Throughout the proof, the function h, will be as defined in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2. Since h, has g, as a “factor”, the inequality (i) is 
implied by restricting h, to C”(2m) and using the fact that 6(g,) = (1). 
We verify (ii) inductively. From (i), we can assume that m is odd, and we 
also can assume that m > n, (otherwise (ii) is trivial). Considering n = 4, 
let A = cl(m - 1) x F(m), B = {m} x C”(m), so that C”(m) = A u B. 
Define 1,: C4(m) + Z, by l,(x) = h4(x), x E A, while for y = ( yl, yz , JJJ E 
C3tm), let l,tm, r> = gl 0 gz 0 gd Y>, 1 < y3 < m - 1, and l,(m, JJ> = 
g1 @ gz( y1 , uz), y3 = m. Since S(gr) = (l), it follows that card I;‘@ - card 
&l(i) = 1. Now let U: {I,..., m} + C”(m) be such that image u is a winning 
set in C4(m). We show that [I 14u 11 < 4. Indeed, if image (I n A # ~zr , then 
h4a and 14a can differ only on at most one point, and such a point must lie in 
B. It follows that I\ 1,~ !I < 11 h,u I] + 1 < 4. On the other hand, if image 
u C B, a similar argument shows that Ij h,u II < l](gI @g, 0 g,)u Ij + 1 < 4, 
verifying (ii) when n = 4. Assuming now that (ii) is true for n > 4, let 
1,: Cn(m) -+ Z, be such that I card l$@) - card l;;l(i)I = 1 and 11 ,~ 11 < n 
for any a: {l,..., m} -+ F(m) such that image u is a winning set in O(m). 
Define l,,+l: Cn+l(m) --t Z, by l,,,(x) = h,+I(x), x E C1(m - 1) x Cn(m), 
l,+,(m, JJ) = ln( JJ), y E P(m). The proof that 1,+1 verifies (ii) for n -I- 1 is 
similar to the case n = 4 above and is left to the reader. 
To verify (iii), we can assume from (i) that n is odd. The proof of Theorem 
3.2 shows that 11 h,u 11 < n - 2, n > 8, where image u is winning set in 
C”(n), so that the above method of proof works nicely when n > 9. More 
precisely, let lnW1: C”-l(n) + Z, , n 3 9, be defined as in the verification of 
(ii). Define k,: Cn(n) * Z, by k,(x) = h,(x), x E cl(n - 1) x C-l(n), 
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while k&z, y) = I,-,( JJ), y E Cn-l(n). Then k, verifies (iii) for n 3 9. It 
remains to verify (iii) for n = 5, 7. This is done by the functions k6, k, 
defined below, where we leave the verifications to the reader. For n = 5, 
define k,: G(5) -+ Z, by k,(x) = h,(x, -I- 2, x2, x3 , x., , x5), where for 
n = 7, define k,: C’(7) + Z, by 
x = (Xl )...) x,) E C7(7)\A, k,(x) = 0, x E A, where 
A = ((7, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,2), (194, 1, 1, 1, 1,2), (393, 1, 1, 1, 1,2), 
(4, 5, 1, 1, 1, 1,2)>. 
Remarks 1. Part (ii) of Theorem 5.1 holds for n = 1, 2, 3 also. Restric- 
tions of g, , g, @ g, to P(m) verify (ii) for n = 1, 2. Moreover, a suitably 
modified (when needed) restriction of g, 0 g, @g, to C3(m) verifies (ii) 
for n = 3. We omit the details. 
2. If it can be shown that the function p# is monotone, then (i) and (iii) 
would of course imply that p#(C”(m)) < n - 1, n > 4, m E N. This latter 
inequality is probably true whether or not p# is monotone. 
3. It can be shown that p#(C3(3)\(2, 2, 2)) = 3, whereas p(C3(3)\ 
(2, 2, 2)) = 2. Whether there are m, n such that p”(Cn(m)) > p(C”(m)) is 
an open question. 
6. THE FUNCTIONS pj,k , p?k , &,k , h?k 
Given any set X and a cardinal number q, then, following Rado [5], a 
collection Y of sets is called q-regular in X if, whenever X is partitioned 
into q parts, then at least one part contains as a subset a member of Y. More 
generally, if 9 is a given preassigned family of partitions of X, then we say 
that Y is q-regular in X relative to g if, whenever X is partitioned into q 
parts, and the partition, in addition, belongs to the family 9, then at least 
one part Contains as a subset a member Of 9. Now suppose we let $,k 
&note the collection of lattice point paths of length k obtainable from lines 
which have a set of integers direction numbers bounded in absolute value by 
j, j E N u {co]. Given any nonempty X _C Zn, j E N u { co}, and q E N, we 
define p&X) = sup{k E N: $,k is q-regular in X], p$(X) = sup{k E N: 
yj,k is q-regular in X relative to S@(X)}. Note that p1,2 = p, pFz = p@, 
P co.2 = co, pz,s = w@. 
The following formula shows that pj.g and ~2~ become trivial in Z” when 
q > 2”: 
P~,,n(Z”> = 1, n E N. (6.1) 
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Formula (6.1) is verified, (with the obvious notational meanings where 
here Z,, replaces Zd, by P(& @ *m* @I;,), where Fi: Z + Z,. is defined by 
F&r) = iT if x is even, Fi(x) = zi-l if x is odd. In contrast to (6.1), note that 
Pl,,(CV)) = 2 f or each q < 2*, i.e., the smallest value of q such that 91y;.2 is 
not q-regular in Zn is exactly 2”. 
Finally, we obtain functions h,,g, Ayq , defined on all of euclidean n-space 
R*, and which are invariant under al&e isomorphisms of R”, by the formula 
x&X) = sup{~~Jf(X)): f: Rn + R” is an aliine map}, 
with Afg defined similarly. Setting A@ = A:, , our results p@(Z”) = 
pe(C”(n)) = th n en imply that h@(U) = n whenever U is a nonempty open set 
inRn,nEN. 
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